In analyzing most correlated outcomes, the popular multivariate Gaussian distribution is very restrictive and therefore dependence modeling using copulas is nowadays very common to take into account the association among mixed outcomes. In this paper, we use Gaussian copula to construct a joint distribution for three mixed discrete and continuous responses. Our approach entails specifying marginal regression models for the outcomes, and combining them via a copula to form a joint model. Closed form for likelihood function is obtained by considering sampling weights. We also obtain the likelihood function for mixed responses where one of the responses, time to event outcome, may have censored values. Some simulation studies are performed to illustrate the performance of the model. Finally, the model is applied on data involving trivariate mixed outcomes on hospitalization of individuals, based on the survey of household's utilization of health services.
INTRODUCTION
Many statistical applications especially in official statistics involve the collection of multivariate data comprising of a mixture of correlated discrete and continuous responses. Mixed outcomes are ubiquitous in applications and can be also found in health surveys where data may involve a patient choice of healthcare unit, her/his state of health, her/his hospital cost, her/his length of stay in hospital, result of hospitalization, and type of received services along with a number of quantitative demographic and health-related variables. Analyzing each response separately may give misleading results and multivariate modelling of such data often leads to complications in practice due to a relative lack of existence of standard models.
Factorization approach directly specify the joint distribution of variables as the product of a conditional distribution of a set of variables given other variables and a marginal distribution of the others [1] .
Indirect approaches to specifying mixed outcomes joint distribution have also been studied. One approach introduces shared or correlated random effects to incorporate correlations between variables in the resulting joint model. The basic idea in this approach is to use random effects to build in correlation between mixed variables [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
As mentioned, there is so many ways to consider the correlation structure between mixed correlated responses. When mixed responses are recorded on different scales, the copula approach is one of the best to consider the dependence structure. Therefore, a recent alternative strategy involves the use of copulas, as discussed by Sklar [7] who established theoretical basis and by Embrechts et al. [8] who make copulas popular in finance. Copulas incorporate the information on the dependence structure between two or more random variables. A copula is a multivariate probability distribution for which the marginal probability distribution of each variable is uniform and copulas are used to describe the dependence between random variables. If this dependency ignores, it may lead to wrong inference. Some of the literature on copulas focusses on the bivariate case. In this case, the approach relates an arbitrary joint distribution F X,Y to its corresponding univariate marginal distributions, F X and F Y , via a copula C as F X,Y (
, where F X (X) and F Y (Y) are, respectively, realizations of probability integral transforms F X (x) ∼ uniform (0, 1) and F Y ( y ) ∼ uniform (0, 1), and is the dependency parameter measuring the dependence between marginal distributions F X and F Y . There were also many construction schemes for higher-dimensional copulas which consider variance covariance structure (Σ) for taking into account the dependency among variables [9, 10, 11, 12] . The use of copulas is, however, challenging in higher dimensions, since standard multivariate copulas suffer from having flexible structures. Vine copulas overcome such limitations and are able to model complex dependency patterns by benefiting from the rich variety of bivariate copulas as building blocks [13] . Joe [14] initially proposed vine copulas and in more detail Bedford and Cooke [15, 16] and Kurowicka and Cooke [17] developed them.
Different copula models are also used in this situation. Nikoloulopoulos and Karlis [18] used multivariate logit copula and de Leon and Wu [19] used copula-based regression models for a bivariate mixed discrete and continuous outcome [20 23 ]. Recently, Jiryaie et al. [24] use Gaussian copula distributions for mixed data, with application in discrimination. Also, Stober et al. and Zilko and Kurowicka [25, 26] used copula-based regression models for mixed discrete and continuous outcomes.
A large number of researches have concentrated their attention on the field of reliability and cost benefit analysis (CBA) with a copula approach [27, 28] . CBA is a systematic approach to estimate the strengths and weaknesses of alternatives. The CBA is also defined as a systematic process for calculating and comparing benefits and costs of a decision, policy, or project. As an example, in our applied data set on hospitalization of individuals, based on the survey of household's utilization of health services (UHS), the benefit of increasing literacy on raising the probability of a full recovery, in relatively short time and low cost, will be illustrated.
In this paper, a closed form for the likelihood, considering three correlated random variables, is given where sampling weights are also taking into account (these weights have not been considered by others). Since applied data set in this paper is from sampling survey, we weigh the data on each member of the sample household to obtain unbiased parameter estimates. This is done in three steps: (1) using base weight which incorporates features of the complex sampling design, multistage sampling, of the UHSs, (2) weighs based on unit nonresponse, and (3) weighs based on population projection. Therefore, the weights should be used in the likelihood and simulation study. These weights somehow increase the number of observations and so more information is incorporated. Consequently, the estimation of standard errors (S.Es.) of parameter estimates would be more precise. We also illustrate the likelihood for three mixed responses where one of the responses, time to event outcome, may have censored values.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data set. In Section 3, we introduce a class of copula-based regression models for trivariate mixed outcomes, by considering sampling weights. In this section, we also consider joint modeling of three outcomes, an ordinal outcome (result of hospitalization), a time to event outcome (duration of hospitalization), and a Gaussian continuous outcome (logarithm of cost of hospitalization). Some statistical issues in analyzing mixed outcomes surveys such as sampling weights and censoring are overcame in this section. For each case, the likelihood function is given. In Section 4, some simulation studies are performed for illustration of the performance of the model. In Section 5, data on hospitalization of individuals from survey of household's UHSs are used to illustrate our methodology. Section 6 gives some conclusion.
MOTIVATION: HOUSEHOLD'S UTILIZATION OF HEALTH SERVICES DATA
In this section, we will describe the household's UHSs data. The three selected response variables, extracted from these data, are duration and costs of hospitalization as continuous variables and result of hospitalization as a discrete variable. In this section, some factors that affect the behavior of responses will be descriptively examined.
The Iranian 2015 UHS survey was designed and implemented with the aim of identifying the needs of individuals and households to get health services, to be sure of availability of services and to use provided services. Designing of this survey was done regarding to some environmental, economic, social, and political factors impacted on creating health inequalities between different groups of population. The information required for calculating health equity indices and indicators in UHS were gathered through a representative sample selected from different social groups of the population. Many researches are done in different countries based on data on UHS. Garcia-Subirats et al. [29] investigated inequities in access to healthcare in different health systems. Also, Bastos et al. [30] estimate the healthcare utilization and factors influencing it in the public sector in Brazil.
In Iran, this cross-sectional household survey was implemented by Statistical Research and Training Center and the Statistical Centre of Iran (SCI) in cooperation with the Ministry of Health and Medical Education and the National Institute of Health Research. Sample size was 22,470 households and questionnaires were completed with face to face interview with household members. The survey has been implemented in fall of 2014 and all of the information are gathered from respondents in the time of the survey. However, the reference time of some questions such as outpatient and inpatient health services are different. Information about outpatient health service was gathered for the two last weeks before survey and information about the inpatient health service was gathered for a year from 2013 fall to survey time. In the needs and inpatient services section, the survey questionnaire was designed on the needs of individual members of the sample households to hospital (or health facility) during the fall of 2013 until the survey time and in the case of need for hospitalization, name of needs, area of creation (feeling sick or medical guidance), and how to deal with each of them were determined. For individuals who their needs led to stay in hospital (or health facility), evaluation of each inpatient was recorded by household member. For these people, in addition to individual and household information, other information such as the type of hospital, the number of hospitalizations, the waiting period, the works undertaken, the costs of hospitalization, and the result of hospitalization were registered in the questionnaires and gathered at survey time. The results show that the number of households in the sample who have been hospitalized and their data was collected completely in the survey was 2486 households. In this paper, some models were fitted based on the completed sample. The characteristics for selected response variables along with factors that affect the behavior of response variables were also examined. The selected three response variables include duration of hospitalization, costs of hospitalization, and result of hospitalization.
Cost of hospitalization is a continuous variable recorded in rials and the natural logarithm of this variable is used to ensure normality of the response. Duration of hospitalization in days is the second continuous response and the result of hospitalization, as the third response, is an ordinal variable categorized as full recovery, partial recovery, and ineffective admitted. To study the behavior and the factors influencing the response variables, explanatory variables such as residence area, gender, type of hospital, literacy status, activity status, marriage status, and services are extracted from questionnaires of UHS survey and used for the analysis. The descriptive statistics of responses and also the distribution of data in different levels of each explanatory variable are given in Table 1 . This table shows that 47.1% of people who leave the hospital are fully recovered. The average age of respondents who are hospitalized is 45.65 years and the mean of duration of hospitalization is 3.77 days. Figure 1 shows histogram of the natural logarithm of the costs of hospitalization. Figure 2 shows the relationship between different covariates and logarithm of cost of hospitalization by box plots. This figure reveals that the type of hospital and service are important factors on this response. Figure 3 gives stackplots of results of hospitalization versus gender and economic activity status. Based on this figure, the subpopulation of women and men have different patterns of result of hospitalization, that is, among the men subpopulation, partial recovery has the highest percentage, but among the women subpopulation, full recovery has the highest percentage. Also, the subpopulation of employed, unemployed, and inactive people have different patterns of result of hospitalization. Among the unemployed subpopulation, partial recovery has the highest percentage.
For a primary description of the explanatory variables on duration of hospitalization, Fig. 4 shows Kaplan Meier estimators of the survival curves of duration of hospitalization for different covariates groups by considering individual weights. Description of this figure is simple, for example, according to Fig. 4 (a) males have longer duration of hospitalization than that of females. Duration of hospitalization in government hospitals is longer than that of private hospitals. Also, people with higher education have smaller duration of hospitalization than that of people who are illiterate or diploma. However, these interpretations are only correct marginally and in the presence of other covariates, using a statistical model, we may find more realistic interpretation. Figure 5 as a survival curve of duration of hospitalization in different combination level of gender and literacy shows that the lowest duration of hospitalization is for female with higher education, but for male, different levels of literacy have nearly the same duration. This means that we need to consider the interaction effect of gender and literacy.
JOINT MODEL FOR THREE MIXED VARIABLE OUTCOMES
In this section, copula-based regression models for the analysis of three correlated mixed outcomes are discussed. We use Gaussian copula to construct a joint distribution for the three mixed responses. In this approach, we specify marginal regression models for the outcomes, and combine them via a copula to form a joint model. The closed form for likelihood function is also obtained by considering some sampling weights. We also obtain the likelihood function for mixed responses where one of the responses, time to event outcome, may have censored values.
Consider correlated mixed outcomes Z i , Y i , and T i from each of N subjects, where Y i is a continuous response, T i is a time to event outcome, and Z i is a discrete ordinal response. These outcomes may arise in a study involving patients who are admitted to a hospital, for example, the discrete outcome represents result of hospitalization in an ordinal scale, the continuous responses are the logarithm of the hospital cost and length of stay in the hospital of which the latter is a time to event response.
In addition, let Z i have C + 1 distinct values, say, s 0 , s 1 ,..., s C , possibly representing ordinal scores. In order to use Gaussian copula, the unobserved continuous latent variable,
(1)
In what follows, we use the Gaussian copula, an important copula family. This copula has been used in a variety of applications due to its flexibility and analytical tractability. We assume the joint distribution of
where Φ is the standard normal distribution, Φ 3 (., ., .; R) is a trivariate normal distribution with zero mean and correlation matrix R. As mentioned above Z i is an ordinal variable, we use a latent variable model for modeling variable Z i as follows:
) .
As we have cut points parameters ( i )'s, to ensure identifiability, we have to use a latent variable model without any intercept parameter (in fact the role of intercept is played by cut points).
For continuous variable, we consider
, and for the time to event response we have, T i ∼ Weibull ( i , r), so in overall, we have
Correlation matrix (R) of Eq. (2) is defined as follows:
) and
] .
Here, the marginal distributions F Y * i , F Y i , and F T i are absolutely continuous distributions; , 1 , and 2 are vectors of regression coefficients; x zi , x yi , and x ti are outcome-specific covariate vectors corresponding to Y * i , Y i , and T i , respectively, and i , 1i , and 2i are link functions specifying how the covariates are incorporated in the marginal means.
The joint distribution of Z i , Y i and T i is then given by
(2), 1 , 2 , … , and C are unknown thresholds and s 0 , s 1 , ..., and s C are C + 1 distinct values of Z i . As a demonstration of the joint distribution function of Z i , Y i , and T i , the joint distribution function of Y * i , Y i , and T i for Z i = s 0 is given by
In the same manner, the joint density function of
, is given by
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and is the standard normal density. By Eq. (3), the likelihood function considering sampling weights is given by
where w i is the sampling weights of the ith individual, and I {s k } (z i ) is an indicator function which is one where z i = s k and 0 otherwise for k = 0, ..., C. In sampling survey, the data on each member of the sample will be weighed to be a better representor of the population. In order to obtain unbiased parameters estimates, sampling weights should be considered in the likelihood function.
We also obtain the likelihood function for mixed responses where one of the responses, time to event outcome, may have censored values. In this case, T i denote the observed event time data for the ith subject, which is taken as the minimum of the true event time T * i and the censoring time, C i . Let censuring indicator, i = I (
, be 0 for right-censored and 1 for observed individuals. Therefore, the observed data for time outcome consist of the pairs (T i , i ), i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Let Θ be the vector of all unknown parameters of the model. The likelihood function is given by
. The log-likelihood function is given by
This likelihood is different with the likelihood given in Eq. (4), as if consider censoring for some outcomes of the time to event.
SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, some simulation studies are conducted to illustrate the performance of the proposed model. The structures, that will be used in this section, are considered to be similar to structures we need for analyzing our real data set. In this simulation study, we simulate data from a correlated mixed outcomes including continuous, time to event, and ordinal responses. Also, the effect of varying values of correlation matrix are considered. In another simulation study, the effect of using Gaussian copula on the data generated by non-Gaussian copulas such as Clayton, Frank, Gumbel, and t-copula are also investigated. In this section, two kinds of dependence (Kendall's and Spearman's ) are captured by Gaussian copula.
Two simulation studies with sample size n = 200 and n = 1000 are considered and 500 iterations are performed. For the continuous response, the following identity link function is used:
where we consider 1 = ( 11 , 12 , 13 ) = (2, 1, 3) . The X 1i s are generated from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 2 = 1 and X 2i s are generated from a Bernoulli distribution with success probability 0.3.
Also, a Weibull model is considered for the time to event outcome with the following linear predictor:
where 2 = ( 21 , 22 ) = (2, −2). Here the scale parameter is considered as r = 2. We also consider an ordinal variable with three categories with cut points 1 = 2 and 2 = 3 as defined in the following equation:
where the continuous latent variable model for generating ordinal response has the following link function
where we consider = 3. We linked these three models using a multivariate distribution constructed from a Gaussian copula with normal marginal distributions for the continuous and the latent variable of the ordinal variable and with a Weibull marginal for the time event outcome using the following positive define matrix:
with components zy = 0.4, zt = 0.2 and yt = 0.6.
As mentioned before, copulas provide a natural way to study and measure dependency between random variables. In order to analyze dependence of multivariate distributions, two important measures of dependence known as Kendall's and Spearman's o need to be explained. For a multivariate distribution, one can consider the set of bivariate Kendall's and Spearman's dependency coefficients. If C is a bivariate copula, Kendall's and Spearman's can be represented in semiclosed form, respectively, as
For the bivariate Gaussian distribution Φ 2 (.; ), the Kendall's and Spearman's have closed forms and are defined as
.
In this section, for three random variables Z, Y, and T, the pattern of correlations of pairs (Z, Y), (Z, T), and (Y, T) should be defined. In a trivariate distribution, three possible bivariate dependency structures for Kendall's and Spearman's values of simulated data should be reported. In this simulation study and the application part, these dependence structures will be presented.
The results of these simulation studies are presented in Table 2 . This table contains estimated values of parameters, S.Es.), relative biases (Rel. Bias), and mean square errors (MSEs). These criteria are define as 
where is the parameter,ˆi is its estimate, and̂=
. The results show that parameters are well estimated and by increasing sample size, the values of MSEs are decreased. This suggests that the proposed approach gives consistent estimates.
In order to investigate the effect of various model misspecifications (under varying values of correlation matrix, or under a non-Gaussian copula) on the results, some other simulation studies are performed. We use other positive define matrices R with components = (0.1, 0.2, 0.1), = (0.4, 0.5, 0.5), and = (0.7, 0.8, 0.6). The results of these simulation studies with using 500 iterations of sample size 200 are presented in Table 3 .
In Table 4 , based on the result of simulation of , and o S correlations increase.
The results of simulation studies under a non-Gaussian copula with using 500 iterations of sample size 200 are also presented in Table 5 . Generating data by different copulas [31] such as Clayton, Frank, Gumbel, and t-copula and analyzing them by Gaussian copula show that the generated data by Clayton and T are less sensitive than those of Gumbel and Frank copulas. However, correlation parameters are estimated with some biases using Gaussian copula.
In Table 6 , Kendall's and S values of sample pairs (Z, Y), (Z, T), and (Y, T), under generating data by different copulas and analyzing them by Gaussian copula, based on the results of Table 5 , are given. Comparison of Kendall's and S in this table, also show that S is larger than Kendall's . Also, for different copulas, increasing the components of the correlation matrix = 
APPLICATION TO THE HOUSEHOLD'S UHS DATA
In this section, we use the household's UHS data implemented by SCI in 2015 to illustrate our methodology. Three interested variables, length of stay in hospital, hospital costs, and results of hospitalization are considered as correlated mixed variables. The data involve N =2486 patients of different ages who are hospitalized. The interest lies in simultaneously linking three outcomes, namely, logarithm of hospital costs, Y i , (continuous), length of stay in hospital, T i (continuous), and results of hospitalization, Z i (ordinal), to the common covariates such as demographic characteristics of patients, that is, gender, age, economic activity status, and other characteristics such as the type of hospital and the type of received health service. Due to small sample size in some levels of the variable services, three levels of specification, treatment and surgery services, for this variable, are merged.
where Y * is the unobserved continuous latent variable underlying Z i (our discrete ordinal response) and Y * shows the propensity of patient towards important of her/his health. The more the Y * is the more is the value of Z. Now consider the following marginal linear models (the initial values of the parameter estimates for using the joint model are chosen by the results of analysis of separate models using available functions in R software): The results of using Model I show that as age increases, the probability of having ineffective admitted increases. Males are more likely to fully or partially recovered than females. Employed people are more likely to fully or partially recovered than inactive and unemployed people. People with service of child birth are more likely to fully or partially recovered than other people. The results of using Model I show that the cost of hospitalization for older people is more than that of younger people. Also, the cost of hospitalization in private and government hospitals are more than those of other hospitals. The costs of hospitalization in private hospitals are more than that of government hospitals. Cost of hospitalization in rural area is less than that of urban area. Also, the cost of hospitalization of employed and unemployed people is more than that of inactive people. This cost for employed people are more than that of unemployed people.
Males have longer duration of hospitalization than that of females. Duration of hospitalization in government hospitals is shorter than that of other hospitals. But, duration of hospitalization in private hospitals is longer than that of other hospitals. Also people who are illiterate or diploma have shorter duration of hospitalization than that of people with higher education. People who received medico, rehabilitation, specification, treatment, or surgery services, have shorter duration of hospitalization than those of people who received child birth services. The results of Table 7 show that three response variables are significantly correlated. Also, the Kendall's and S values of sample pairs (Z, Y), (Z, T), and (Y, T) are, respectively, = (0.0920, 0.075, 0.1824) and S = (0.1377, 0.1128, 0.2707) which show the positive correlation.
In order to compare the different models, the AIC is computed for joint and separate models in Table 7 . Given any two or more estimated models, the model with the lowest value of AIC is the one to be preferred. The results of Table 7 shows that Model I (joint model), has a better fit of the data.
The predictive plot of survival curve of duration of hospitalization in different combination levels of gender and literacy in Fig. 6 , obtained by the results of fitted Model I, shows the same pattern as that of Fig. 5 which emphasizes the well performance of the model. In this plot, the values of other covariates are prefixed. We consider gender as a male, type of hospital as a governmental, and services as rehabilitation.
In order to estimate the benefit of increasing literacy, in terms of raising the probability of a full recovery in relatively short time of stay in hospital and low cost of the hospitalizations, the conditional probability of full recovery given short time of stay in hospital and low cost of the hospitalizations should be determined for different levels of literacy. By last line of Eq. (8) and f (
, this probability is
The probability of a full recovery in different combination levels of length of stay in hospital (minimum, mean and maximum) and cost of the hospitalizations (minimum, mean, and maximum) in Fig. 7 , obtained by the results of fitted Model I, shows that by increasing the length of stay in hospital and cost of the hospitalizations, the probability of a full recovery will be increased. Analyzing the residuals for the continuous variable of cost shows that the response 42 is an outlier, but removing this individual and analyzing the remaining data does not affect our results. 
Figure 7
Probability of a full recovery given different combination levels of length of stay in hospital and cost of the hospitalizations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, copula-based regression models for mixed discrete and continuous outcomes, with application in household's UHS data were discussed. Proposed model was also illustrated on some simulated data. It was shown how to construct a joint model for three discrete and continuous responses using Gaussian copula. Likelihood of this model is able to consider the important information of sampling weights. In addition to having continuous and ordinal responses, we may have a recorded nominal response. This paper can be extended to consider cases including a nominal response. For nominal responses, another latent variable should be defined [33] .
APPENDIX
In this appendix we find the joint trivariate distribution, f ( z = s 0 , y, t ) , and bivariate distribution, f ( y, t ) , which were used in Section 3. These are, respectively
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